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SPLITTING PROPERTY OF LATTICE ORDERED GROUPS 
JÀN JAKUBIK, Kosice 
(Received February 20, 1973) 
Let A be an archimedean linearly ordered group. In [7] it was proved that A is 
a direct factor of each archimedean lattice ordered group that contains it as an /-ideal. 
CONRAD [3] defined an archimedean lattice ordered group G to have the splitting 
property if G is a direct factor of each archimedean /-group H such that G is an /-ideal 
of Я; he proved that if G is an archimedean /-group then the /-group {{С^)^У has 
the splitting property (for any archimedean lattice ordered group X we denote 
by X^, X"" and X^ the divisible hull, the Dedekind completion and the lateral com­
pletion of X, respectively). In this note it is shown that a complete lattice ordered 
group G has the splitting property if and only if it is laterally complete, i.e., if 
G = G^ (§2). In particular, we obtain the result of Conrad as a corollary. It is proved 
that every archimedean orthocomplete /-group [l] has the splitting property. 
In §3 there is investigated the splitting property of singular lattice ordered groups. 
We prove that each laterally complete singular /-group is complete and hence that it 
has the spHtting property. 
In §4 we show that every laterally complete /-group G contains an /-subgroup which 
is the greatest /-subgroup of G with respect of being convex in G, complete and having 
the splitting property. Further it will be proved that if G is archimedean and ortho-
complete, then its Dedekind closure G'̂  is laterally complete (hence G^ has the split­
ting property). Theorem 8 dealing with subdirect products of /-groups Ĝ  that have 
the splitting property enables one to construct examples of /-groups which have the 
splitting property without being laterally complete. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For the terminology, cf. BIRKHOFF [2] and FUCHS [5]. Let us recall some notions 
we shall use in the sequel. Let Л be a lattice ordered group. A subset M a Ais disjoint 
if |mj I л |m2| = 0 for any two distinct elements m^, 1712^ M and m > 0 for each 
m e M. The lattice ordered group A is said to be laterally complete (or orthogonally 
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complete) if each disjoint subset M cz G^ has the least upper bound. For any set 
Z с У4 we put 
Z^ = {aeÄ:\a\ л \z\ = 0 for each zeZ} . 
Z^ is called the polar of the set Z in A. Each polar is a convex /-subgroup of Л (cf. 
[12]). 
Let В and С be /-subgroups of A such that (i) the group A is the direct product of В 
and С in the group-theoretical sense, and (ii) for Ь e Б, с e С we have Ь + с ^ 0 if 
and only if Ь ^ 0 and с ^ 0. Under these assumptions the lattice ordered group A 
is said to be the direct product of the /-groups В and С and this is denoted by writting 
Л = ß ® C. The /-subgroups B, С are called direct factors of A. The direct factor В 
is uniquelly determined by A, namely, В = A^. For a e Л we denote by аВ the com­
ponent of the element a in the direct factor B, If Л is a complete /-group, then by the 
Theorem of Riesz ([2], Chap. XIII) A = M^^ ® M^ for each M a A. 
From the definition of the direct product of lattice ordered groups and from the 
fact that any two direct decompositions of G have a common refinement (cf. [2]) 
follow the assertions: lï G = A ® В and С is a direct factor of G, then С = 
= {AnC)®{B n C). If P, ß are direct factors of G such that P n g = {0}, then 
there is a direct factor P of G with G == P ® Q 0 R. For each x e G and any pair 
of direct factors A, В of G with Л с P we have (xP) A = xA. 
For each g e G, the principal polar [^] of G generated by the element g is defined 
to be the set {gY^. The /-group G is called orthocomplete [l] if it is laterally complete 
and each principal polar of G is a direct factor of G. 
An element 0 ^ s e Л is called singular if t A {s — t) = 0 for each t e A with 
0 ^ t S s (cf. [4]). The lattice ordered group A is said to be singular if for each 
0 < a e A there is a singular element s e A such that 0 < 5 ̂  a. 
2. ORTHOCOMPLETE LATTICE ORDERED GROUPS 
In this paragraph we assume that G Ф {0} is an archimedean lattice ordered ,group 
and that G is an /-ideal of an archimedean lattice ordered group H. We denote by Я/̂  
the Dedekind completion of H. The lattice ordered group Я'^ is complete and we 
can suppose that Я is an /-subgroup of H^; for each element 0 < keW there is 
a subset M a H^ such that sup M = k. 
For M cz H^ and N c: G the symbol M^ or N^, respectively, denotes the polar 
of M in Я' ' or the polar of N in G. For yeH"" resp. x G G we put {yY^ = [y], 
{хГ = [ху. 
Lemma 1. Assume that each principal polar of G is a direct factor of G. Let 
0<eeG,yEH'',OSySe,ei=e[y'],TheneieG. 
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Proof. Let E be the set of all elements x e G such that (i) 0 g x ^ e, and (ii) 
X л j ; = 0. At first suppose that E = {O}. Then {yY с [еУ hence e e [y] and so 
^[y] — e EG. NOW assume that E Ф {0} and let E^ = {xj- : i el} be a maximal 
disjoint subset of E. According to the assumption, {л*,}^^ is a direct factor of G; let 
Ci = ^[Xf]'. Then the set {ê } (i G / ) is disjoint and because G is laterally complete 
there exists the least upper bound 2̂ of the set {e^} in G. Obviously e^ ̂  e, hence 
V^j = ^3 does exist in Я"" and e^ ^ ^2-
We have 0 ^ ^3 ^ e and 3; л ^3 = 0, hence e^ g ^Ы'^- Assume that e^ < e[y]'^. 
Consider the interval 
[0, e] = { г е Я ^ :0 ^ f ^ e} . 
The lattice [0, e] is distributive and for each i e / , the element ^([x,]')^ is a com­
plement of e^ in the lattice [0, e], thus ê  belongs to the center С of [0, e]. Moreover, 
the lattice [O, e] is infinitely distributive and hence С is a closed sublattice of [0, e] 
(cf. [б]), therefore e^ e C. Clearly e[y]^ also belongs to C. Because С is a Boolean 
algebra there exists 0 < ^4 G С such that 
^3 л ^4 = 0 , ^3 V ^4 = e[yY . 
Since 0 < 64, G H^, there is a subset M с H^ with sup M = e^, hence there is 0 < 
< XQ e Я such that XQ ^ ^4. With respect to 64. ^ ^[y]^ ^ ^ we have 0 < XQ ^ ^; 
because e e G and G is an /-ideal of Я, we infer that XQ G G. Further we have 64, A e^ = 
= 0 and hence 64 л x,- = 0 for each i e I. In fact, from x̂  ^ e it follows 
^i = ^i[^i] й e[xi] = ei, 
therefore 0 ^ ^4 л x̂  ^ > 4 л ei. In the same time, e^. g e and ^4 л y = 0 because 
^4 e [0, e[y]^] <= [y]^ thus Xo G £. This is a contradiction with the maximality of the 
set {xi : i el}. Therefore e^ = е[уу. Because ^3 ^ ^2 ^ ^ Ы ^ ^^ obtain e[y]^ = 
= ^3 = ^2 G G. From this it follows e^ = e — e[^yY e G. 
An element 0 < e of an 7-group X is called a weak unit of X if e л x > 0 for each 
0 < X e X. If 0 < у G X, then y is a weak unit of [y] and for each weak unit z of [y] 
we have [z] = [y]. 
Lemma 2. Le^ G be orthocomplete, 0 < keH. There exists 0 ^ QQE G such that 
g A (k — QQ) = 0 for each 0 ^ g e G. 
Proof. By the Axiom of choice, there exists a maximal disjoint subset M of G. 
Because G is laterally complete, sup M = e exists in G. It is easy to verify that e is 
a weak unit of G. Denote 
{e — k) V 0 = У1 . 
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Then О ^ У1 g е. Because Я"̂  is а complete lattice ordered group, [ y j is a direct 
summand of Я"". Put e^ = e[yi]. According to Lemma 1, e^ e G. The element e^ is 
a weak unit of [3^1]; in fact, if 0 < x e [ y j , then e ^ x л y^ = x^ > 0, hence x̂  G 
e [yi] and therefore 
1̂ л X ^ 1̂ л Xi = e[yi] л Xi[yi] = (̂  л xi) [ y j = Xi[yi] = xi > 0 . 
From this we obtain 
(1) b i ] = Ы. 
For any element i of a lattice ordered group we have (t v 0) л (( —r) v 0) = 0, 
hence 
{k~e)vOe[y,Y 
and therefore ((/c -~ e) v 0) [ y j = 0. Thus according to (l), 
0 = ((fc - e) V 0) [ e j = (fc[ei] - ei) V 0 
and hence 
(2) kle.-jue,. 
Further we have e — e[ei] + ^[^1]^, thus 
(3) e[e,Y = e - ei . 
Since У1 e [ e j , from ŷ  = (e — /c) v 0 we get 
therefore 
(4) e [ e j < f c [ e j . 
Assume that for a positive integer n we have constructed elements e ,̂ ..., e„ e G 
such that for each ie {1, ,..,n} 
(5) î л ê . = 0 for j e { l , ..., n} , / # j , 
(6) î = e[ej , 
(7) /c[^0 ^ ie,, 
(8) т^ч^г^ 
where 
(8a) ?̂ = ^i V ... V £,, e; = e - e ? . 
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For n = 1, the relation (5) holds trivially, (6) follows from the definition of e ,̂ 
(7) is fulfilled because of (2); the relation (8) is implied by (3) and (4). If e^ = e, we 
put e,- = 0 for each positive integer i > n. Suppose that e^ < e. Define 
(9) ((n + l ) e ; - f e ) vO = y„^i. 
We have 0 ^ y„+i ^ {n + \) e'„. By using Theorem of Riesz we obtain 
for i = 1,..., n. From (5) it follows [g;] n [ e j = {0} for i,je{\,...,n}, ( ф ; 
and therefore 
H" = [ei] ® И ® ... ® [e„] ® P, 
where P = [e j^ n [siY r-\ ... r, [e„]*. The element e° is a weak unit of [ e j ® 
® [e^] ® ... ® [e„l whence [ e j ® ... ® Ы = [e°] and P = [e°]*. Thus 
M = <^i] + ••• + ^bnl = ei + ... + e„ = e° , 
е[е„7 = е - е И = е;. 
Therefore e° л ĉ  = 0 and from this it follows 
(10) e° A у„+1 = 0. 
Put e„+t = e[y„+i]- By Lemma 1, e„+i e C Then e„+, is a weak unit of [y„+i], 
hence [^„+1] = [«»+1] and so 
(6') e„+i = e[e„+i]. 
From (10) we obtain 
(5') e; л e„+i = 0 for J = 1,..., n . 
In view of (9) we have 
(fc - (n + 1) e;) V Oe [y„+ir = [^n+i]*, 
0 ^ ((fe - (n + 1) < V 0) [e„ + i] = (fc[e„+i] - ( « + ! ) e;[e„^i]) v 0, 
(11) fc[e„+i]é(n + 1)Ф™+1]-
Since < = e - (ei V ... v e„) = e - (e^ + -y + e) and е,[е„+,] = 0 for j = 
= 1,..., n because of (5'), we get e;[e„+i] = ^ K ^ i ] = e„+i. Thus by (U), 
(7A Фп+i] § (n -t- l)e„+i • 
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From О = Л . > b „ , гТ = У„.,[e„,rY and from (9) ^^ "btain 
(12) {n + l)e:[e„^,Y^kien.rY-
Denote e„%i = Ci v ê  v ... v e„+„ < + i = ^ - ^«+i- ^'^^^ 0 ^ e»+i ^ ^n+i. 
we have 
and therefore for each x e Я ^, 
Hence it follows from (12) 
(13) (« + l ) < k ^ l Г ^ / c [ e n ^ l ] ' • 
The element e^+i is a weak unit of [ e j ® ... ® [^n+i] and hence [e^] ® ... 
... ® [e„+1] = [e^+1]; from this we infer that e[e% i] = n̂ +1 and hence e[e^^ + .J = 
= e;+i.Thus 
eK,,Y = {e~- {e, + ... + .„)) K . J = ^K^i]' = <H-I , 
because e,- e [^^+i] for i = 1,..., n. By (13), 
(80 {n + l)e'„^,Sk[e'„^iï-
Thus we can construct the elements et, e?, e; eG{i= 1,2, ...) such that the relations 
(6) —(8) and (8a) are valid for each positive integer i, and ei A ej = 0 for any two 
distinct positive integers i, j . Let r̂  = iei л к. Then Г̂  A tj = О for Ï Ф J and ti e G. 
Because G is laterally complete, the set {i>f л к} {i = L 2, ...) posesses the least 
upper bound QQ in G. Since G is a convex subset of Я^, we have 
go = \/{iei A k) {i = 1,2,...) 
in Я ' ' . Clearly 0 ^ ^o ^ -̂ Let j be a positive integer, gj = V(̂ '̂ i A k) {i Ф j). 
Since (iei A k) A {jej л /c) = 0, we have g-' л (jê - л fc) = 0 and so 
9o = éf-' V {jej A k) = gj + {jej л /с) . 
Further we have g^ A ej = 0 and so g^l^ej] = 0, hence 
9obi] =jej A k, 
for each positive integer j . Put к — go = k' and let 0 S Oi^ 0, 9i = k'• Assume 
that 0 < ^ j . If î f л g I = gi > 0 for some positive integer f, tb^^ 
K^i] = ^o[^J + fc[^/] ^ ôfoL̂ J + â̂ 2[e/] = {iei Ak)^ дг> ^^i ^ ^ -
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Since Jc[^J ^ /c, it follows from (7) that /c[ej ^ iei л к; this is a contradiction. 
Hence /̂ ,- л ^1 = 0 for each / = 1, 2, ... and thus ^̂  л ^̂ j = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . 
Because G is laterally complete there exists the least upper bound e^ of the set {eJ 
in G. The elements e, belong to the center С of the lattice [0, e] n G. Since this lattice 
is infinitely distributive, С is a closed sublattice of [0, e] n G. Further С is a Boolean 
algebra, the complement of ei being ^[^J*^ = e — e,-. If e^ = e, then QI A e = 0, 
which is a contradiction, since e is a weak unit of G. Let e^ < e and let ê  be the 
complement of e^ in C. Then ê  > 0. Because the complement of e^ is e\ and e^ ^ e^, 
we obtain e- ^ e^ for each positive integer /. Hence we have according to (8) 
for each positive integer /, which is impossible since the /-group G is archimedean. 
The proof is complete. 
Theorem 1. Each archimedean orthocomplete l-group has the splitting property. 
Proof. Let G be an archimedean orthocomplete /-group and assume that G is an 
/-ideal of an archimedean /-group H. Under the same denotations as above consider 
the /-subgroups G and G^ n H = G' of Я. By Lemma 2, each element кеН^ can 
be expressed in the form к — QQ Л- k' with 0 ^ ^̂ o ^ ^^ ^ = ^' ^ ^'- Because each 
element of Я is a difference of two positive elements of Я, we obtain H = G + G'; 
since G n G' = {O}, Я is the direct product of G and G' in the group-theoretical 
sense. If к = 02 + 03 with 02 e G, g^e G\ then 02 = Qo^ 0, 0^ = k' ^ 0. 
Therefore E = G ® G\ 
Corollary [7]. Every linearly ordered archimedean 0гоир has the splittin0 
property. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a complete lattice ordered 0гоир. Then the followin0 con­
ditions are equivalent: (i) G has the splittin0 property, (ii) G is laterally complete. 
Proof. Since each complete and laterally complete /-group G is orthocomplete, 
it follows from Thm. 1 that (i) is implied by (ii). Conversely, let G ф {0} be a complete 
lattice ordered group having the splitting property. There exists a complete and 
laterally complete /-group G such that G is an /-ideal of G and for each 0 < h G G 
there exists a disjoint subset {0j} of G, 0 ^ 0j with h = \/gj (for the construction of G, 
cf., e.g., [8], §2; in fact, G = G^ (cf. [3])). Thus Ĝ  = {0} in G (the symbol Ô is con-
sidered with respect to G). Since G has the splitting property, G = G (S) G^ = 
= G ® {0} = G. Therefore G is laterally complete. 
Remark . A particular case of the assertion of Thm. 2 (concerning divisible com-
plete /-groups) was proved by Conrad [3]. 
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Corollary. Let A be an archimedean lattice ordered group. Then {Л'^У has the 
splitting property. 
In fact, let G = A. Then (under the same denotations as in the proof of Thm. 2) 
the Z-group {A^y = G has the splitting property. 
If G is an archimedean /-group and G^ is the divisible closure of G, then G** is 
archimedean as well; hence, by the Corollary, ((G'^)'^)' has the splitting property. 
(Cf.[3].) 
Theorem 3. Let V be an archimedean vector lattice that is laterally complete. 
Then G has the splitting property. 
Proof. According to [13], Fis an orthocomplete lattice ordered group. Therefore 
according to Thm. 1, F has the sphtting property. 
From Thm 2 and Thm. 3 we obtain: 
Corollary. (Cf. [3]). Let V be a complete vector lattice. Then the following con­
ditions are equivalent: 
(i) V is laterally complete; 
(ii) F has the splitting property. 
Remark . If Fis not complete, then (i) is not implied by (ii) (cf. Example 2 below). 
3. SINGULAR LATTICE ORDERED GROUPS 
Let G be a lattice ordered group. It is easy to verify that an element 0 < s e G is 
singular if and only if the interval [0, s] of G is a Boolean algebra [9]. Hence if s is 
singular and s' e [0, s], then s' is singular as well. G is called conditionally laterally 
complete if each bounded disjoint subset of G has the least upper bound. 
Lemma 3. Let G be conditionally laterally complete. Let {ê } (i el) be a disjoint 
set of singular elements of G, e = V^r Then e is singular. 
Proof. Let y € G, 0 ^ y S e, fi = ei A y, g^ = ê  ~ /^. Because e^ is singular, 
fi ^ gt = ^' Since G is infinitely distributive, we have y = V / r In view of the con­
ditional lateral completeness of G, V^i = ^ <^ocs exist in G, since 0 S gi S ^i S e 
and so the set {gi} is disjoint and bounded. Then 
y Az = {Vf,)A{ygj)=\/{f,Agj) = 0, 
iel jel i,jel 
iel iel iel 
hence e = ywz = y + z and y A (e — y) = 0. Therefore e is singular. 
The following theorem generalizes the implication (ii) => (i) of Thm. 2 12, [9]. 
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Theorem 4. Let G be an archimedean l-group that is conditionally laterally com-
plete and singular. Then G is complete. 
Proof. The case G = {0} is trivial; assume that G ф {O}. Let 0 Ф Л с G, 0 < ^ G 
E G, 0 S a ^ g for each a E A. Let G^ be the convex /-subgroup of G generated by 
the element g; hence 
G, = \j[~ng, ng] {n = 1, 2, 3, ...) . 
For proving the completeness of G it suffices to verify that sup A exists in G and this 
is equivalent with the condition that sup A exists in Gj. Since G is singular, the /-group 
Gl is singular. From the Axiom of Choice it follows that there exists a disjoint set [g^} 
of singular elements of G^ such that, if /c is a singular element of Gj and к A gi = 0 
for each gi, then к = 0. Let 0 < /i e G^ and assume that h A gi = 0 for each ,̂-; 
because G^ is singular, there is a singular element 0 < ^̂ o ^ ^ i with f̂o й h, and then 
0 -^ go A g I ^ h A g i = 0 for each gi, hence 0̂0 = ^ and this is a contradiction. 
Thus {gi} is a maximal disjoint subset of G^. Put Ci = g A gi. The elements ê  are 
singular. Ci ̂  g and {̂ }̂ is a maximal disjoint subset of G^. Moreover, since G is 
conditionally laterally complete, G^ is conditionally laterally complete. Thus ac­
cording to Lemma 3, e = V^i is a singular element of Gj. Since {e,} is maximal dis­
joint in Gl, ^1 is a weak unit of Gj. According to 2.11, [9], the /-group Gj is complete 
and hence sup A exists in G^. Thus sup A exists in G and so G is complete. 
Theorem 5. Let G be a singular l-group that is laterally complete and archi­
medean. Then G has the splitting property. 
Proof. According to Thm.. 4, G is complete and hence by Thm. 2, G has the 
splitting property. 
Let us remark that a singular /-group that has the splitting property need not be 
laterally complete (cf. Example 1 below). 
4. LATERALLY COMPLETE /-GROUPS 
Theorem 6. Let G be a laterally complete l-group. There exists a convex l-sub-
group GQ of G with the following properties: 
(i) Go has the splitting property and is complete; 
(li) / / Gl IS a convex Isubgroup of G such that G^ has the splitting property and 
is complete, then G^ с GQ. 
Proof. In [10] it was proved that for every lattice ordered group G there exists 
a convex /-subgroup Go of G such that (a) Go is complete, (b)i{0 < g EG and if the 
interval [0, g^ is a complete lattice, then g EGQ. From (b) it follows that H a GQ for 
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each convex /-subgroup H of G that is complete. Thus (ii) is valid and it remains to 
verify that GQ has the splitting property. Let {x j be a disjoint subset of GQ. Since G 
is laterally complete, there exists x = V-^i ^^ G. Let yj e G, 0 ^ >̂y ^ x (j e J). 
Because the lattice [0, x,] is complete for each i e /, there is 
Zf = V (^f A y,) 
in [0, X J cz GQ. The system {zj} is disjoint, thus there exists z = V^/ ^ ^- For each yj 
we have 
j;^. = X л Jy = ( V ^0 A Jy = V (^i A J;) ^ V ^i = 2: . 
ie/ ie/ iel 
Let f e G, i; ^ X, t; ^ ŷ - for each j e J. Then 
iel iel 
From this it follows that z = V Jy- Therefore the lattice [0, x] is complete and hence 
JeJ 
by (b), the element x belongs to GQ. Thus GQ is laterally complete and so according 
to Thm. 2, Go has the splitting property. 
Lemma 4. Let G be a conditionally laterally complete l-group such that each 
principal polar of G is a direct factor of G. Then each polar of G is a direct factor 
ofG. 
The proof differs from the proof of Thm. 3.6, [9] only by the fact that we need not 
to use Lemma 2.2, [9]. 
Theorem 7. Let G be an orthocomplete l-group. Every polar of G is a direct 
factor of G. / / G is archimedean, then G^ is laterally complete and so it has the 
splitting property. 
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of Lemma 4. Let G be archimedean; 
then G'̂  exists. Since G^ is complete, we have to show that G"" is laterally complete. 
Let {yi} (i e / ) be a disjoint subset of G"". For each i el there is an element z,- e G 
and a subset Xi of G such that 0 < x̂  for each x̂  e Xi and the relations 
yi = sup Xi, yi S Zi 
hold in G"". Let Ai = X f where the symbol ô is taken with respect to G. Every Ai 
is a direct factor of G. Because the set {y,} is disjoint, for any two distinct elements 
i,j el and any x^eX^ XjeXj we have x,- л Xj = 0. Therefore Ai n Aj = {0}. 
Put ti = ZiAi. Since 
Xi S ^i for each x^eXj-, 
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we infer that 
Xi = XiAi ^ ZiAi = ti 
holds in G and therefore we have in G'̂  
yi = sup Xi й ti. 
From Ai n Aj = {0} for i Ф 7 it follows ti л fy == 0 and so, because G is laterally 
complete, the element t = sup {ti} exists in G. Hence the set {vj (/ e / ) is bounded 
in G"" and thus y = N/ji exists in G^. We have proved that G'̂  is laterally complete 
and so by Thm. 2, G^ has the splitting property. 
Corollary. Let G be a a-complete lattice ordered group that is laterally complete. 
Then each polar of G is a direct factor of G and G'" has the splitting property. 
Proof. From, the (x-completeness of G if follows that G is archimedean and that 
each principal polar of G is a direct factor of G (cf. [П]) , hence G is orthocomplete. 
Now it suffices to apply Thm. 7. 
The complete direct product of lattice ordered groups G,- (i e I) will be denoted 
by nGi {i G / ) . Let i be a fixed element of/. We denote by Ĝ  the set of all elements 
g enGi (i G /) such that gi^j) = 0 for each j el, j ф i. Let G be an /-subgroup of nGi 
(i G / ) such that U Ĝ  с G. Then G is called a completely subdirect product of 
/-groups Gi. '^^ 
Theorem 8. Let Gi (i el) be lattice ordered groups having the splitting property 
and let G be a completely subdirect product of l-groups Gi such that for each 
0 < / G TcGf (i el) there is g e G with f S 9- Then G has the splitting property. 
Proof. Assume that G is an /-ideal of an archimedean /-group H, 0 ^ к e H, 
Let i e 1. Then the /-group G; is an /-ideal of Я and because Ĝ  is isomorphic to G/, 
we obtain that Gj has the splitting property; therefore Ĝ  is a direct factor of H. 
There is / G nGi (i e I) such that 
fGi — kGi for each iel. 
According to the assumption, there exists g eG w i t h / ^ g. Put g A к = go. Then 
goGi = gGi л kGi = gGi л /G,- = {g A f) Gi = /G,-
for each i e I, hence f — g^eG. Let ^ S 9' e G, g' -^ k. For each iel we have 
g'GiukGi^fGi, 
thus g' ^ gQ. Let g^ = к — gQ.lï there is 0 < x G G, x ^ ^ 1 , then for g' = go -\- x 
we have ö'o < ö'o + ^ = ^ î̂ <i ^0 + ^ ^ ^» which is a contradiction. Hence gieG^ 
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where the symbol ô is taken with respect to the /-group H. Now we can use a similar 
method as in the proof of Thm. 1 and we obtain H = G 0 G^. 
Corollary. / / G is the complete direct product of lattice ordered groups Gi such 
that each G^ has the splitting property, then G has the splitting property. 
Theorem 9. Let G,- {i el) be lattice ordered groups having the splitting property 
and let G be a completely subdirect product of l-groups G,- such that G is convex 
in nGi (i el). Then G has the splitting property if and only if G = nGi (i el). 
Proof. If G = nGi (iel), then G has the splitting property according to the 
Corollary. Assume that G has the splitting property. Then nGi (i G/) = G (x) G^. For 
each i el there is ^ e G with g{i) > 0 and hence G^ = {0}, thus G = nGi (i el). 
We conclude by two examples showing that there exist lattice ordered groups that 
have the splitting property without being laterally complete. 
Example 1. In this example we construct an archimedean lattice ordered group G 
such that (i) G has the splitting property, (ii) G is singular, (iii) G is not conditionally 
orthogonally complete, (iv) each polar of G is a direct factor of G. 
Let / be an infinite set and for each i e Jlet Ĝ  be the additive group of all integers 
with the natural linear order. Let E be the set of all even integers and let G be the set 
of all elements g e nGi (i e I) with the property that the set 
S{g) = {ieI^.g{i)фE} 
is finite. G is a completely subdirect product of /-groups Ĝ . Let 0 ^ feizGi (i el). 
There exists g e nGi (i el) such that g{i) is even for each i el and fug. Because 
g e G, according to Thm. 8, G has the splitting property. Let ^̂  e G such that CiQ) = I 
and ei{j) = 0 for each j el,j ф i. The element Ci is singular and for each 0 < Ö̂  e G 
there is i eJ with ei ^ g; therefore G is singular. The set {̂ J {i el) is bounded in G, 
disjoint and it has no least upper bound. Hence (iii) is valid. For Л c: G we denote 
s{A) = [i el: there is a e A with a{i) Ф 0} , 
S'{Ä) = I - S{Ä) . 
Then we have 
A^ = {geG: g{i) = 0 for each i e s{Ä)} , 
A^^ = {geG: g{i) = 0 for each i e s'{A)} . 
Obviously, G = A^ ® A^\ 
Example 2. Let G be as in Example 1 and for each i e I let H^ be the additive group 
of all reals with the natural order, HQ = nHi (iel). If feHg and a is a real, then 
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a/ e HQ (where a/ has the usual meaning). Let H be the set of all h e HQ with the 
property that there exist a real a and an element g e G such that h = ад. Then Я 
is a vector lattice fulfilling the conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) from Example 1 (with G 
replaced by Я). 
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